An Accelerated Physarum Solver for Network Optimization.
As a novel computational paradigm, Physarum solver has received increasing attention from the researchers in tackling a plethora of network optimization problems. However, the convergence of Physarum solver is grounded by solving a system of linear equations iteratively, which often leads to low computational performance. Two factors have been highlighted along the process: 1) high time complexity in solving the system of linear equations and 2) extensive iterations required for convergence. Thus, Physarum solver has been largely restricted by its unsatisfactory computational performance. In this paper, we aim to address these two issues by developing two enhancement strategies: 1) pruning inactive nodes and 2) terminating Physarum solver in advance. First, extensive nodes and edges become and stay inactive after a few iterations in identifying the shortest path. Removing these inactive nodes and edges significantly decreases the graph size, thereby reducing computational complexity. Second, we define a transition phase for edges. All of the paths experiencing such a transition phase are dynamically aggregated to form a set of near-optimal paths among which the optimal path is included. Depth-first search is then leveraged to identify the optimal path from the near-optimal paths set. Earlier termination of Physarum solver saves considerable iterations while guaranteeing the optimality of the found solution. Empirically, 20 randomly generated sparse and complete graphs with network sizes ranging from 50 to 2000 as well as two real-world traffic networks are used to compare the performance of accelerated Physarum solver to the other two state-of-the-art algorithms.